The House of The Arrow (Inspector Hanaud)

Messrs Forbisher and Haslitt are respected
solicitors responsible for the estate of
Marie Harlowe, who bequeaths her
possessions to her young niece, Betty
Harlowe. But when Marie dies, her will
becomes hotly contested thanks to the
shadowy figure that is Boris Waberski. He
writes a series of desperate letters to
Forbisher and Haslitt, laying claim to
Marie Harlowes assets and its not long
before Maries niece stands accused of
murder. In this famous mystery, the young
woman faces poisonous blackmail and
potential ruin. Only Inspector Hanaud is
capable of exposing the villainous plot to
discredit and destroy Betty Harlowe. But is
she innocent? The Author: Alfred Edward
Wooley Mason was born in 1865. He was
educated at Dulwich College before being
sent up to Oxford University. Once his
formal education was completed, Mason
went on to become an actor. He began his
writing career with historical fiction and
then moved into the arena of politics,
becoming a Liberal Member of Parliament
for Coventry in 1906. But his love of
writing carried on and Mason developed
his style to incorporate detective fiction,
introducing one of the earliest fictional
detectives, Inspector Hanaud, the Gallic
counterpart to Sherlock Holmes. His
detective fiction contains material clues
and spontaneity. Throughout the course of
his life he produced over thirty titles.
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